
 

 

 
 

Logo Cookies 
Unbagged Options: cookies will come in a bakery box 

2in round logo cookie no 
border 
 $3.00 

2in round logo cookie + 
border 

Can choose sprinkle color 
$3.50 

3in round logo cookie no 
border 
$4.00 

3in round logo cookie +  
 + sprinkle border 

Can choose sprinkle color 
$4.25 

3in round logo cookie + 
border 

Can choose sprinkle 
color 
$4.50 

2.5in square logo cookie 
no border- image to edges 

$4.00 
 

2.5in square logo cookie 
no border- smaller image 

$4.00 

2.5in square logo cookie +  
sprinkle border (not shown 
in picture, but like the round 

above) 

 



 
  

Can choose sprinkle color 
$4.25 

 
2.5in square logo cookie 

+ border 
Can choose sprinkle 

color 
$4.50 

 
2in round logo cookie no 

border + bag + curling 
ribbon 

Can choose ribbon color 
$4.00 

 
2in round logo cookie + 
border + bag + curling 

ribbon 
Can choose ribbon color 

$4.50 

 
3in round logo cookie no 

border + bag + curling 
ribbon 

Can choose ribbon color 
$5.00 

 
3in round logo cookie 

sprinkle border + bag + 
curling ribbon 

Can choose ribbon + 
sprinkle color 

$5.25 

3in round logo cookie + 
border + bag + curling 

ribbon 
Can choose ribbon + 

sprinkle color 
$5.50 

 
2.5in square logo cookie 

no border-image to edges 
+ bag + curling ribbon 

Can choose ribbon color 
$5.00 

 
2.5in square logo cookie no 
border-smaller image + bag 

+ curling ribbon 
(bag not shown in photo) 
Can choose ribbon color 

$5.00 



 
  

 
2.5in square logo cookie 
+sprinkle border + bag + 

curling ribbon 
(bag and sprinkles not 

shown in photo) 
Can choose ribbon + 

sprinkle color 
$5.25 

2.5in square logo cookie + 
border + bag + curling 

ribbon 
Can choose ribbon + 

sprinkle color 
$5.50 

 
2in round logo cookie no 

border + bag + satin 
ribbon 

Can choose ribbon color 
$5.00 

2in round logo cookie + 
border + bag + satin ribbon 

Can choose ribbon color 
$5.00 

 
3in round logo cookie no 

border + bag + satin 
ribbon 

Can choose ribbon color 
$5.50 

 
3in round logo cookie 

sprinkle border + bag + 
satin ribbon 

Can choose ribbon + 
sprinkle color 

$5.75 

 
3in round logo cookie + 
border + bag + curling 

ribbon 
Can choose ribbon + 

sprinkle color 
$6.00 

 
2.5in square logo cookie no 

border-image to edges + 
bag + curling ribbon 

Can choose ribbon color 
$5.50 



 
  

 
2.5in square logo cookie 
no border-smaller image 

+ bag + satin ribbon 
(bag not shown in photo) 
Can choose ribbon color 

$5.50 

 
2.5in square logo cookie 
+sprinkle border + bag + 

satin ribbon 
(bag and sprinkles not 

shown in photo) 
Can choose ribbon + 

sprinkle color 
$5.75 

 
2.5in square logo cookie + 

border + bag + curling 
ribbon 

Can choose ribbon + 
sprinkle color 

$6.00 

 

 
 


